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Abstract: In this article, the author examines Russian and foreign legislation in the area of legal activity and
monetary policy. In the course of the analysis, the author provides a supporting rationale for the legal
framework of the Russian Federation which will ensure the restoration of relations on the global market for
banking services. For attaining this level, the author propounds activities aimed at boosting competitiveness
along with a relevant methodology, which includes a trust mechanism. 
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INTRODUCTION According to data by the State Committee for

This work will feature a methodology aimed at investment coming into Russia totaled 154570 million
implementing specific objectives – namely, the rubles (Table 1). 
development  of  a trust mechanism in banks [1], which The above data demonstrates a decrease in the
will help  fine-tune  Russian  banking  legislation  for    the inflow of investment into Russia compared with 2011. The
well-being of the population, the state and the industrial outflow of fund from the country exceeds the inflow, as it
sector [2]. is shown in Figure 1. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS the absence of a trust mechanism. 

Where, foreign projects, increasing the economic wealth of other

Residents and non-residents give their money over This article proclaims the need for a legal institutional
to the bank; environment  that will help Russia become competitive
The settlor picks a free economic zone; and be attractive to investors.
The three parties enter into a trust agreement. To attain this solution, we need to overcome the

Main Part: Currently, the Russian Federation is countries (Table 3). 
experiencing a low level of attracting funds. As of the Table 3 illustrates the analysis of Russian and
2012 year-end, the outflow of monies from the Russian foreign legislation in the area of legal activity and
economy totaled nearly $56.8 billion [3]. The main reason monetary relations. The analysis helps identify the
behind the transfer of financial assets out of the country inequalities of the legal framework existing between
is the adverse investment climate, as well as the activity Russia and Western countries, with economic attributes
of currency markets participants mistrustful of the ruble serving as criteria. 
strengthening. Many natural persons see no The first attribute indicates that if one operates in
opportunities for investing their money inside the country Russia not in the place of registration, one will have to
and rushingly move it out of the country. explain one’s own scheme of operation (at the actual place

Statistics as of the 2012 year-end, the volume of foreign

The outflow of fund from Russia is also caused by

Based on the data in Table 2, billions of dollars go to

countries.

inequalities existing between our country and foreign
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Fig. 1: Trust mechanism in a bank,

Table 1: Inflow  of  foreign  investment  by  different  types  of  investment
(in millions of dollars) [3]

2010 2011 2012
Total foreign investment 114746 190643 154570
Including:
Direct investment 13810 18415 18666
Out if which:
Loans received from foreign 
co-owners of organizations 4610 7495 7671
Other direct investment 1500 1840 1747
Portfolio investment 1076 805 1816
Out if which: stocks and shares 344 577 1533
Debt securities 680 219 282
Other investment 99860 171423 134088
Trade loans 17594 27775 28049

Table 2: Net RF fund inflow ("+") and outflow ("–") (in billions of dollars)
[4]

Year Banks Other sectors of economy Total amount
2000 - 2,1 -22,8 -24,8
2001 1,3 -16,2 -15
2002 2,5 -10,6 -8,1
2003 10,3 -12,2 -1,9
2004 3,5 -12,4 -8,9
2005 5,9 -6 -0,1
2006 27,5 13,9 41,4
2007 45,8 35,9 81,7
2008 -56,9 -76,8 -133,7
2009 -30,4 -25,8 -56,1
2010 15,9 -50,3 -34,4
2011 -24,2 -56,4 -80,5
2012 -23,6 -80,4 -56,8

one’s business is being conducted), to the local tax
authorities, which are fairly wary of amounts that should
go to the local budget yet are directed to fund the
development of an unknown and remote subject of the
Federation.

In the case of Western legislation for offshore banks,
no taxes are levied on the source of revenue, bank
interest, dividends and other similar disbursements, while

one’s costs are limited to administrative costs and annual
payments for the maintenance of one’s offshore status.

As regards Sections 3 and 4 (Table 3), Russia had
only the Presidential Decree “On Trusts” passed on
December 24, 1993, which ceased to be in force with the
passage of the RF Civil Code. 

In May 2013, amendments were made to legislation on
trusts registered in the British Virgin Islands [5]. 

The following major amendments were made to the
Trustee Act and the Special Trusts Act (VISTA):

The maximum duration of trusts has been increased to
360 years (compared with the previous figure of 100
years); The provision only holds for trusts registered
after May 15, 2013. 
Private trust companies can now act as trustees in
target trusts which are not oriented towards charity;
The trust duty has been increased to 200 dollars
(compared with the previous figure of 100 dollars) [5].

Thus, special trusts (VISTA) can now operate under
the control of a private company that does not have a
license in the British Virgin Islands.

All countries have legislation that regulates
conducting banking activity inside a corresponding state
and in some cases holds for the external activity of banks
based in the country.

The availability of democratic rights and freedoms in
the Russian Federation enables businessmen to transfer
their funds to and keep them in offshore zones. However,
as follows from Table 3, there is a disbalance in the
legislative framework between the free economic zones of
the RF and offshore zones of Western countries. This
reality does not let us implement the entire aggregate of
measures and instruments aimed at counteracting, via
Interpol and interaction between the law-enforcement
agencies of different countries, the legalization of funds
acquired through illegal activity. 

The preference is given to the West’s corporate
legislation, which favors low fundization rates, with no
requirements for minimum fixed fund, freedom for loan
institutions from excessive financial reporting obligations
and total confidentiality about clients’ activity [6]. 

Taking into account all we have said above in this
article, we may want to ask ourselves the question, ‘Are
Russian banks prepared to compete with other investors?’
Currently, Russian banks are not substantial players on
the market of other countries and the whole West. This
necessitates that Russian banking legislation be evened
out  – for   Russia   to  become   a   competitive  country.
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Table 3: Russian and foreign legislation

Attribute Russian legislation Foreign legislation 

1. tax 1. With the entering into force of Part 2 of the RF Tax Code, 1. Tax and legal concessions provided by foreign companies, let alone real

the Value Added Tax implies that regardless of where classic offshore zones, are substantially more advantageous compared with

commercial activity is conducted, the legal entity must pay Russian offshores; the offshore company is exempt from taxes. The offshore

taxes in the place of registration bank’s profits from currency transactions, engaging in issuing syndicate

loans and activity on the monetary market, operations with securities and

deposits can be protected from high tax rates levied on regular banks and

financial institutions. The latter can be subject to paying taxes on the interest

earned as well. In the case of offshore banks, taxes are not levied on the

source of revenue, bank interest, dividends and other similar disbursements

and one’s costs are limited to administrative costs and annual expenditures

for maintaining one’s offshore status

2.investment 2. According to the Federal Law No. 156-FZ 2. Disbursements on shares of an investment fund or similar forms of

“On Investment Funds” dated November 29, 2001, collective investing are subject to taxes to the tune of a maximum of 10%

payments on shares are subject to taxes to the tune of 20% 

3. trust 3. - 3. Trustee Act 

4. jural 4. Items 1 and 3 of Article 1017 of the RF Civil Code, 4. Special Trusts Act (VISTA). Offshore trusts where the trust agreement

where the trust agreement is entered into only in written form can be entered into both in oral and written form

5.confidential 5. - 5. Legislation in the West provides protection against disclosure of

confidential information to third parties (Confidential Relationship

Preservation Act) [5] 

6. license 6. Article 14 of the Federal Law, where natural and legal 6. Offshore banking centers have a double licensing system, with full licenses

persons intending to carry out currency transactions have for local banks and limited licenses for offshore banks

to use the accounts of banks that hold licenses from the 

Central Bank of the Russian Federation

7. legal 7. Corporate law 7. Corporate legislation (BVI Business Companies Act, 2006)

Table 4: Evening out the competitiveness of legislation

Russia Europe

1. Take advantage of the Presidential Decree “On Trusts” dated 24.12.93 1. Special Trusts Act

2. Fine-tune the Law on “Banks and Banking Activity” (Article 5; trust management) 2. Offshore trust

3. Work out corporate legislation to form the legislative framework for small, 3. Corporate legislation (BVI Business Companies Act, 2006)

medium and large business

Table 5: Activities aimed at boosting competitiveness

Russia Europe

1. Fine-tune tax legislation on concessional taxation 1. Absence of taxes on offshore companies 

2. Propose limiting the size of disbursements on shares of a collective 2. Disbursements on shares of a collective investment fund or similar forms of collective

investment fund to 10%  investing to the tune of a maximum of 10%

3. Fine-tune the Law on “Banks and Banking Activity” 

(Article 5, Part 2) on the possibility of the trust management of funds 3. Trustee Act 

4. Sign into law the possibility of entering into trust agreements 

both in written and oral form 4. Trust agreements are entered into both in written and oral form

5. Implement the trust mechanism for legalizing funds 5. Offshore banks have been in existence in the Eurozone for a long time already 

6. Have the Central Bank of the Russian Federation allow banks that 

will be working with free economic zones to get full or limited 6. Offshore banks with full licenses, limited licenses, offshore administered banks 

licenses for carrying out currency transactions (banks “with no personnel”), collecting banks
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By evening out we mean the creation of conditions above all, benefit the population, for it will become
wherein one country’s legislation will evenly match possible to legalize funds and help Russia achieve a
another country’s legislation (Table 4). This can be higher level of development. 
achieved through streamlining banking legislation, which We are offering an innovation mechanism for
will enable Russia to come out into the global network. legalizing funds to give new institutions access to external

Based  on  all  that  has been said so far, it is relations. This mechanism will enable institutions to make
important to come up with activities aimed at boosting the end product collateral for securing a bank loan. 
Russia’s competitiveness vis-à-vis European countries. As provided by Russia’s internal jurisdiction, one’s
These activities will help identify how it can benefit the right of ownership comprises the rights to own, use and
population, what it can do for the legal system, the state, dispose of property. Whereas in the trust legislation of
commercial organizations  and  the  industrial  sector the English system, these rights are a kind of “split”
(Table 5). between three persons (the settlor, the trustee and the

The data in Table 5, in terms of legal activity and beneficiary) and the property belongs entirely to none of
monetary relations, indicate that Western legislation is them.
more attractive to non-residents. Common recognized The settlor is the creator, founder, owner of specific
financial banking instruments facilitate the development property (real estate, monetary funds). The trustees are
of the economy and competitiveness. persons that the settlor entrusts one’s property with and

To get access to the global arena, banks should that have to hold this property for the benefit of the
adopt innovation instruments and mechanisms in their beneficiaries – one or more natural or legal persons [9]. 
activity. The Russian trust management agreement (Chapter 53

In this article, we shall turn to the foreign experience of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation) is the closest
of implementing banking systems. The Federal Law “On to the trust. However, in trust management the property
Science and State Scientific-Technical Policy” dated remains in ownership of the same person, whereas when
06.06.2011 states that an innovation is a new and it comes to the creation of a trust the property passes into
considerable improved product (a commodity or a service) the ownership of the trust. At the same time, the trust is
or process put in use, a new method of sale or a new not a legal person either. One can say that a trust is an
organizational method in business practice, work independent proprietor indissolubly bound up with its
organization, or external relations. The law construes creator (the settlor) and beneficiaries. The trust has one’s
innovation activity as activity (including scientific, own bank account and operates as a legal person.
technological, organizational, financial, or commercial) However, it is not registered as a legal person. Some
aimed at implementing innovation projects, as well as lawyers even believe that trusts are the best
creating an innovation infrastructure and ensuring its accomplishment of the Anglo-Saxon system of law, which
functioning [7]. is coveted in one form or another by many countries of

With a view to creating all necessary legal, economic continental Europe.
and organizational conditions, as well as incentives for As was mentioned above, the Presidential Decree
legal and natural persons in conformance with the “On Trusts” was revoked in 1993. The decree stated that
legislation of the Russian Federation, the law brings up the trust owner did not necessarily have to be a legal
the accessibility of government support at all stages of person and the settlor could also be a foreign natural or
innovation activity, including support of small and legal person, a person with no citizenship, or an
medium business subjects and the development of an international institution.
innovation infrastructure. The decree could have been instrumental in attracting

In order to implement innovation activity in a loan foreign investors and improving the living conditions of
institution, in our case a bank, the country has to put Russia’s population, but for some reason, unfortunately,
together an innovation infrastructure, thus uniting the it did not work out. However, we could still go back to this
state and commercial institutions [8]. decree and fine-tune it for the innovation proposed in this

To facilitate Russia’s full passage into the global article, for the innovation’s nature is in line with it. What
network, the country has to overcome all inequalities, with may need fine-tuning is that in creating the trust, the
a financial-economic rationale behind its actions. This will, property passes into the trust’s ownership. As a
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consequence, trusts offer several advantages, namely The innovation mechanism for attracting funds in a
guaranteed protection from the encroachment of creditors, bank is a trust mechanism that makes it possible to be in
protection from risks of losing the property or bankruptcy. control of settlors’ property, who give their assets or

The trust mechanism is an innovation in the monies over to the bank (the trustee), which can use these
management of assets in the interests of the client (the assets to finance innovation projects. A free economic
settlor), the bank (the trustee) and the beneficiary (the free zone, which the settlor has to select as the beneficiary,
economic zone). can be the object of an innovation project.

Trusts  are  not  a  variety  of  offshore  companies
and, therefore, the settlor can rest assured about one’s CONCLUSION
reputation and will be insured against the suspicious
attention of investors, creditors, banks and secret The proposed mechanism will create legal conditions
services to one’s trust. In principle, trusts differ from for the inflow of funds into the Russian economy as
offshore companies in many aspects. First of all, trust opposed to the outflow of monies due to imperfections in
legislation is more stable than tax legislation – it does not legislation. Such a mechanism creates a system of
change for centuries.  The  settlor’s  funds  in  the  trust legalizing money by means of an account that is opened
(of course, if the trust is legalized competently) are in signing a trust agreement. This facilitates the
accessible to no creditors, not even through court action emergence of an innovation instrument that makes it
[9]. possible to match global standards in the future. In our

The next stage is launching the trust mechanism in case, the trust mechanism ensures an even match between
banks. The objective behind the trust mechanism is, the Russian financial instrument and its Western
above all, ensuring the well-being of people and creating counterpart and equilibrates the banking system on the
legal conditions for financial services – in our case, global market. Our living in a democratic society implies
commercial banks. This approach will make it possible to that Russia should strive to rank with Western countries,
carry out the centralized financing of innovation- with no derogation from its rights.
investment projects, create new and renovate existing Inferences.  Such  a  mechanism  is  quite   feasible,
facilities within free economic industrial zones (FEIZ), for the Federal Law #. 254 “On Science and State
ensuring the confluence of infrastructural flows [10]. The Scientific-Technical Policy” points out that government
creation of FEIZ’s will facilitate the reconstruction and support of innovation activity is an aggregate of
creation of new enterprises which are subject to special measures taken by the government authorities of the
taxation, the provision of investors with incentives, with Russian Federation in accordance with the laws of the
the possibility of one’s acquiring partial ownership of a Russian Federation with a view to creating relevant legal,
particular facility. economic and organizational conditions, as well as

For that, residents and non-residents give their funds incentives, for legal and natural persons engaged in
over to the trust. The trust agreement will stipulate innovation activity. 
specific conditions such as the term of the agreement, the
taxes one will have to pay to the government and the REFERENCES
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